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Background
The Health Sciences and Human Services Library (HS/HSL) of the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) serves the schools of Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing, 
Pharmacy, Social Work and the Graduate School. Within the HSHSL, the 
Resource Sharing Department, responsible for interlibrary loan (ILL), is staffed by 
4.5 FTE including a supervisor, a specialist, and 2.5 technicians. With the number 
of ILL requests fluctuating throughout the year, Resource Sharing staff had time 
to enhance and learn new skills.  In 2011, the UMB Digital Archive became a 
responsibility of the Resource Sharing Department.  
Through multiple projects, staff developed new skills.

 
Project: Lab Notebook Digitization 

Personnel: Library Technician
 

Skills:  
 

New Skill Sets

Forty lab notebooks comprising 30 years of patient 
data were digitized providing for data preservation 
and analysis.

• Ability to scan fragile and unique materials – 
required learning scanner software to treat images (remove curves, 
fix skewing, remove stray marks)

 
• Proficiency in quality control techniques – 

check for legibility, completeness, page order, etc.

• Awareness of security measures - 
because of HIPAA requirements staff needed to record information 
including: time notebook checked in and checked out, name of 
person responsible for scanning

 
Project: UMB CURE  

    Scholars  
   Collection  

Personnel: Library Specialist
 

Skills:  
 

UMB CURE Scholars program provides mentoring and guidance 
to under-represented middle school students from three 
Baltimore schools interested in health careers. A collection was 
created in the UMB Digital Archive to preserve students’ works.

Project management skills from outreach to promotion 
 
• Outreach to director of UMB CURE Scholar Program
 
• Organize acquisition of material (posters and paintings)  
  and photo shoot for paintings
 
• Learn Archive digital submission workflow
 
• Curate material including applying authority headings:  
  subjects, authors
 
• Promote the collection through a newsletter article and blog

 
Project: Medical Heritage  

          Library Project
 

Personnel: Library Technician
 

Skills:  
 

A multi-university collaborative project to digitize state medical 
society journals from 1900-2000. HS/HSL contributed 649 volumes 
which appear in the UMB Digital Archive.

Assessment expertise, quality control
  
• Evaluation of Scannability  
 – evaluate condition of  individual print volumes:  
    margin size, fragileness, fading, missing pages  
   – entered information into a template
 
• Quality control  
 – examine each page of digitized sample volumes  
 – if quality was unacceptable all volumes were checked;  
    looked for completeness and legibility

Conclusion
The skills developed through the projects were underscored by continuous 
learning, good communication, and collaboration. Staff use these skills to 
continue contributing to outreach, curation, and digitization for the UMB 
Digital Archive. Resource Sharing responsibilities are strategically allocated 
between ILL and archive activities.
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